Categorizing Arabic text documents is considered an important research topic in the field of Natural Language Processing (NLP) and Machine Learning (ML). The number of Arabic documents is tremendously increasing daily as new web pages, news articles, social media contents are added. Hence, classifying such documents in specific classes is of high importance to many people and applications. Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) is a class of deep learning that has been shown to be useful for many NLP tasks, including text translation and text categorization for the English language. Word embedding is a text representation currently used to represent text terms as real-valued vectors in vector space that represent both syntactic and semantic traits of text. Current research studies in classifying Arabic text documents use traditional text representation such as bag-of-words and TF-IDF weighting, but few use word embedding. Traditional ML algorithms have already been used in Arabic text categorization, and good results are achieved. In this study, we present a Multi-Kernel CNN model for classifying Arabic news documents enriched with n-gram word embedding, which we call A Superior Arabic Text Categorization Deep Model (SATCDM). The proposed solution achieves very high accuracy compared to current research in Arabic text categorization using 15 of freely available datasets. The model achieves an accuracy ranging from 97.58% to 99.90%, which is superior to similar studies on the Arabic document classification task.
I. INTRODUCTION
Classification of text documents is of high importance for many NLP technologies. Document classification is the process of categorizing documents into classes based on their contents. Classifying Arabic documents has always been a challenge due to the nature of the language itself having rich dialects and enormous numbers of synonyms. It also reflects the lack of Arabic resources compared to other languages such as English, inaccurate stemming algorithms, the highderivative nature of the Arabic language, and equivocalness inflicted by diacritic are reasons to make such a classification task so complex [1] , [2] . Categorizing Arabic text documents is considered an important research topic in the field of Arabic Natural Language Processing (ANLP) and Machine Learning (ML). Classifying Arabic documents in specific classes is of high importance to many people and applications. In this study, we present an innovative deep learning The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Jenny Mahoney. methodology to classify Arabic text documents to achieve better results using the latest deep learning technology and algorithms, including CNN and word embedding.
Deep learning has achieved extraordinary advancements in the field of Computer Vision and Speech Recognition [3] , [4] , yet gradually improving for natural language processing, especially in the Arabic language. Many research studies have investigated the Arabic text classification problem in different domains, mainly for news, in which the majority of these studies apply traditional ML techniques [5] - [9] . In fact, the vast majority of these studies have profoundly investigated the English language. In contrast, few are concerned with the Arabic language. Deep learning is a class of neural network method that has been widely employed to solve complex problems in many fields of studies, including NLP and text classification. This study presents a deep learning model that is based on CNN and n-gram word embedding language models with sub-word information. The model is called Superior Arabic Text Categorization Deep Model (SATCDM), and it utilizes an efficient multi-kernel CNN VOLUME 8, 2020 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ architecture inspired by [10] for text classification and uses a skip-gram word embedding language model enriched with sub-word information [11] . Free datasets found for Arabic text classification are used in this study; these are 15 datasets representing Arabic News text documents that comes in Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) format. In order to compare the results of the model, baseline models are defined to be the traditional ML techniques that are usually used in performing the Arabic text classification task. The results of this study would significantly contribute to helping researchers in the field of ANLP to classify Arabic text documents more correctly into predefined classes, increasing the accuracy of retrieving Arabic documents in search engines and other applications.
Our study, according to our knowledge, is the first that utilizes word embedding (word2vec) and CNN to classify Arabic news text documents in MSA format and apply it on almost all free available datasets. The manuscript is organized as the following: section II shows literature review, section III introduces CNN briefly, description of the data used in the study is given in section IV, section V introduces the SATCDM model, section VI describes the methodology and experiments setup, section VII shows and discusses the results of experiments, and finally section VIII concludes the paper.
II. RELATED WORK
There have been studies that applied traditional ML algorithms for document classification including Support Vector Machine (SVM), Naïve Bayes classifier (NB), K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN), Decision Trees (DT) and Rocchio classifier [7] , [12] - [27] . The authors in [24] built and investigated the word embedding model for sentiment classification for the Arabic language. Their model slightly outperformed other existing word embedding models tested on the task of sentiment classification. In [25] , the author proposed a three-stage algorithm to classify Arabic documents using deep belief networks and Markov clustering. Compared with traditional ML algorithms, his method outperforms NB, KNN, and SVM algorithms tested on two public datasets. Moreover, the authors in [26] classified Arabic documents Based on document embeddings (doc2vec) and reported better results compared to traditional ML algorithms. Furthermore, the authors in [27] provided pre-trained distributed word representation models for the Arabic language called AraVec. They used different domains, including tweets, web pages, and Wikipedia. The size of the model is 3.3 billion tokens, and the model has two versions; one in a continuous bag of words (CBOW), and the other is in Skip-gram. Lastly, one outstanding work is done by Kanan and Fox [20] who constructed a dataset of 237,000 Arabic news articles and then applied traditional ML algorithms such as SVM, NB, and Random Forest using different stemming approaches. The authors developed a new stemming algorithm called p-stemmer and applied the aforementioned ML algorithms with the proposed stemmer. The best result was using SVM via the p-stemmer algorithm.
On the other hand, few studies have used deep learning techniques for Arabic document classifications, including social media text [25] , [28] - [30] . Dahou et al. [28] addressed the problems of word embedding and sentiment classification for Arabic text, specifically Arabic reviews, and social media contents, for sentiment classification. Their proposed solution uses Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) with word embedding. They built a word embedding model consisted of 3.4 billion words from a 10 billion web-crawled corpus. In the benchmark datasets, their proposed methodology outperforms other existing methods that rely on linear SVM algorithm and SVM-BOW (Bag of Words). Sayed et al. [29] investigated and compared the performance of three traditional ML algorithms: SVM, NB, and KNN, against deep learning algorithm on a new dataset in the context of n-gram and similarity variables. The best two reported algorithms are deep neural networks and NB classifier. Recently, Biniz et al. [30] used Convolutional Neural Networks to classify Arabic documents. First, they use stemming algorithms to minimize the number of features. Then, they used Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TD-IDF) to weigh and select important features as input to the CNN. They report better results compared to ML algorithms. Recently, [31] , [32] used different deep learning models, including CNN, to classify Arabic text documents using a new large dataset called SANAD. In the CNN model, they used three convolutional layers and archived outstanding accuracy results.
For more information about deep leaning and Arabic NLP, please refer to [33] , which is a survey paper that contains the advancement of research related to the Arabic language in different fields of studies. It is worth noting that very few studies concerns with Arabic text categorization using Deep learning techniques.
III. CONVOLUTIONAL NEURAL NETWORKS (CNNs)
Convolutional neural networks have become one of the most successful foundation in the fields of computer vision, natural language processing and pattern recognition. It was introduced first time by LeCun et al. [34] as a means to replace traditional recognition systems with new paradigm that operates directly on pixel level. The architecture of CNN is in fact developed to address the issue of handling 2D data structure of images (or even other 2D inputs such as voice signals). CNN is very similar to the multilayer perceptron (MLP) in which they consist of neurons connected by learnable weights and biases. Technically speaking, CNNs are mainly recognized to identify and extract features of images followed by a fully-connected multilayered perceptron as a classifier. CNN outperforms the traditional image classification algorithms for learning the feature representations of input images very efficiently.
The core building block of CNNs is the mathematical operation called ''convolution'' which serves as a feature extractor from the images. The 2D convolution (formally, cross-correlation) is given by:
where S(i, j) is the output feature map, I is the input image, F is the filter/kernel, and · is the convolution operation. A deep convolutional neural network generally refers to an architecture composed of convolutional layers, pooling (subsampling) layers, and finally a fully-connected network, grouped in modules [35] , [36] . There are two learning stages, the feature learning followed by classification where the former incurs the majority of computation costs. That is, an input image is run through several modules of convolution and pooling. Subsequently, the final representations are fed to fully-connected layers for classification.
CNN can be applied for the purpose of text classification. As illustrated in Figure 1 , the process of applying CNN in texts starts with encoding the documents into a real-valued matrix. By choosing appropriate filters, the convolution process takes place to generate the feature maps followed by pooling layers to reduce the number of parameters and computation cost, making it ideal for controlling overfitting. The output is then passed through an activation nonlinearity layer, such as ReLU, to speed up training. Eventually, and possibly after several convolutional modules, the final feature map is then passed to a fully-connected multi-layer dense layer, having a Softmax activation layer at the end for the classification task.
IV. DATA PREPARATION
To assure the reliability of this study, 15 of the most freely accessible Arabic news documents datasets are used. These can be classified into three categories:
• Small-Medium size datasets with original text. • Small-Medium size datasets with stemmed text. • Large-size datasets with original text. More information about these datasets is given in the following subsections. After that, a summary of data preprocessing is given, and finally, the word embedding model used is explained. Table 1 lists information about 7 small-medium size datasets where stopwords are not removed, and no stemming algorithms are applied. For more details about the categories and other information, please refer to the references that appear beside each in the table. Table 2 shows the basic information about the second type which is small-medium size datasets with stemmed text. The dataset taken from [12] has five versions: 1) V1: Text as is (This used in the previous dataset type).
A. SMALL-MEDIUM SIZE DATASETS WITH ORIGINAL TEXT

B. SMALL-MEDIUM SIZE DATASETS WITH STEMMED TEXT
2) V2: Text with no stop words.
3) V3: V2 where Light10 stemming algorithm [41] is applied. 4) V4: V2 where Chen's stemming algorithm [42] is applied. 5) V5: V2 where Khoja's stemming algorithm [43] is applied. NADA dataset is composed of two known datasets: Abuaiadah and OSAC. OSAC dataset has been cleaned, normalized and stemmed using light10 stemmer. Moreover, a feature selection algorithm is used to reduce the dimensionality of the dataset from 22k text documents to around 7k.
C. LARGE-SIZE DATASETS WITH ORIGINAL TEXT
The third type represents large-size datasets with the original text. This is a recent dataset comprises of a large number of news documents wit ha total of around 195 thousand. Basic information is shown in table 3, and more information can be found in [45] .
D. DATA PREPROCESSING
One of the advantages of the methodology of this study is requiring no preprocessing for the input text documents; any form of Arabic text is valid, including original or stemmed words. Although there are different normalization and text preprocessing methods for Arabic text, all the experiments in this study take the input text documents as is without any preprocessing. Notwithstanding, some of the aforementioned datasets have already been preprocessed by their creators, but some are not.
E. WORD EMBEDDING
Although bag-of-words representation is still used in some NLP tasks, recently word embedding models provide better performance as they encapsulate semantic as well syntax of words. In contrast, bag-of-words models represent tokens as counts in the text where the position of the word in the context of other words is neglected. The most famous models for word embedding are Word2vec [46] and GloVe [47] . Many word embedding language models have been developed for the English language, whereas few exist for the Arabic language, such as [11] , [27] , [48] . In this study, the Arabic Wikipedia fast-text model 1 is used [11] which extends the original continuous skip-gram model of [49] to include word vector as the sum of corresponding character n-gram vectors as a representation for each word. The model outperformed baseline models as it enriched with such sub-word information. It consists of around 610k unique tokens and is available for many languages, including Arabic. This is beneficial to this study for three reasons: first, it includes vectors for variance forms of a specific word by averaging the n-grams representing that word. Second, stemmed words can have their corresponding vectors referring to similar character n-grams tokens, especially because this language model accounts for affixes and suffixes. Third, no preprocessing is required since the character n-grams tokens are included in the model. The fast-text model comes in 300-vector size.
V. SATCDM MODEL
SATCDM is a multi-kernel CNN model for classifying Arabic news documents. The model is enriched with n-gram word embedding that is based on the aforementioned skip-gram language model [11] . The best kernel sizes are 2,3 and 5, according to [10] . This setting is very effective yet simple in extracting multiple n-gram features, including bi, tri, and five-gram tokens. One significant benefit of the proposed model is its suitability for any Arabic text documents regardless of normalization, preprocessing, stemming algorithms, or methods usually used in preparing text datasets. 1 https://fasttext.cc/docs/en/pretrained-vectors.html The architecture of the CNN model used in this study is depicted in figure 2 . The model is composed of three concatenated single one-dimensional convolutional layer with the ReLU activation function, followed by a Batch-Normalization layer and a dropout layer with a weight of 0.2 succeeded by a one-dimensional Global-Max-Pooling layer. All three convolution layers use 128 filters, and kernel sizes 2, 3, and 5, respectively. These accounts for 2-gram, 3-gram, and 5-gram features. After that, the concatenated sub-models are followed by a dropout layer with a weight of 0.2. This is followed by a dense layer with the size of 128 with a ReLU activation function followed by a Batch-Normalization layer and a dropout layer with a weight of 0.2 succeeded by another dense layer -with the size of the number of classes of the dataset under consideration-with a softmax activation function. Two optimizers are examined in setting up experiments: RMSProp and Adam. The later gives better performance and hence used in all experiments. One reason that makes Adam better than RMSProp is its ability to solve the sparse gradient problem that is found in RMSProp [50] . The loss function used is binary-crossentropy.
VI. METHODOLOGY AND EXPERIMENTS SETUP
This research studies the performance of a deep neural model (SATCDM) in classifying Arabic text documents.
The results of SATCDM model will be compared to a baseline model. In the last few decades many studies have applied traditional ML algorithms including SVM, Naive Bias, Logistic Regression and other techniques to the field of Arabic Text Categorization, where SVM, SGD, NB models were superior in this task [5] - [9] . Its worth mentioning here that other models and algorithms are used in the experiments and reported in this study because they give inferior results; these are random forests, boosting and bagging. Recently deep learning become the state-of-the-art for many NLP tasks. This study investigates how well can deep learning perform in Arabic text categorization. This is to be compared with the best traditional models that excelled in that task; SVM, SGD, and NB models. Before explaining the experimental setup for both traditional ML and SATCDM models, first, the methodology used to avoid overfitting and selection bias is introduced next.
A. AVOIDING OVERFITTING AND SELECTION BIAS
Deep learning models are naturally prone to Overfitting. Therefore two techniques are used in this study to avoid overfitting: Dropout [51] and Batch Normalization [52] as shown in figure 2. Also, cross-validation is used to avoid both overfitting and data selection bias.
In ML, it is imperative to make sure that the model generalizes well after training, and at the same time, the resulted performance of the trained model is not biased to the test set. Cross-validation overcomes these problems by dividing the dataset into three parts: train, validation, and test sets. In this study, the 5-fold cross-validation technique is used in both traditional and deep learning methods where data is divided as follows:
• Traditional ML: 20% for testing, 80% for training divided into: 64% for training and 16% for validation for each fold.
• Deep Learning: 10% for testing, 90% for training divided into: 72% for training and 18% for validation for each fold. Here more training data is used in deep learning models as they are eager for learning as the result of the large number of parameters they have. Each model is trained and validated on training/validation sets for five-folds. After that, the resulted model is tested on the testing set. Not only cross-validation is important for avoiding selection bias, but it also helps in avoiding overfitting because the model is tested on seen and unseen data, and hence will perform and generalize well on future unseen data. With the K-fold CV technique, the model is trained and validated K times on a unique, different part of the data each time. Stratified sampling is used to assure that samples are picked evenly from all classes of the dataset. To make it more robust, data is shuffled each time before splitting into batches. The average of the validation accuracy is then computed along with the standard deviation to obtain accurate performance results. The only disadvantage of this method that it takes more time for the gain of a model with better performance and generalization.
B. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
In all experiments, the python programming language is used where Keras and TensorFlow are utilized for both traditional and deep learning models. For the hardware, we use two platforms: for traditional machine learning a machine with i7 core and 32GB RAM equipped with a GTX-1070 GPU with 8GB RAM is used. Whereas for deep learning model we use the free K80 online GPU with 24GB RAM that is available through Google Colab environment.
1) BASE LINE
All traditional ML models are trained using stratified 5-fold cross-validation where data is shuffled each time splits occur. Training and validation splits are set to 80% and 20%, respectively.
Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) weighting is used for SVM, SGD, and NB models. This is better than Term Frequency because it counts for both very frequent and rare terms across all text documents. Common terms across all documents usually represent non-important terms for text classification, whereas rare terms across all text documents constitute highly important discriminative features.
The settings for SVM is the standard SVM with the linear kernel because text categorization is a linear separable ML problem [53] . The tolerance used for stopping criteria is 1e-5. LinearSVC is used, it is similar to SVC with linear kernel, but is implemented using liblinear instead of libsvm. The most advantage of this choice is performance scalability to large dataset size, in addition to supporting sparse data, which is the case in the bag-of-words model.
For SGD, the model uses mini-batch learning with a decreasing learning rate, which works well for sparse and dense data; by default, it fits a linear SVM. It also uses L2-norm regularizer, and the number of iterations is 100. For NB, the default settings are used.
2) SATCDM
The SATCDM model is trained also using stratified 5-fold cross-validation where data is shuffled each time splits occur. During training, the number of epochs is 20 although early stopping is implemented to increase the performance of the model if no improvement is made on validation loss for 4 successive epochs, the size of the batch used is 50, training validation split is set to 80% and 20% respectively.
Not all features are used during training the model to have better performance in terms of time and accuracy. The SATCDM uses a specific percentage of the most frequent terms according to the following criterion: for datasets with less than 400,000 unique tokens, then 40% of the most frequent tokens are used, else if the dataset contains more than 400,000 unique tokens then only 25% is used. These percentage rates are deduced experimentally. Finally, out of vocabulary (OOV), tokens are set to zeros. Similarly, not all features in each text document are used, the most 1000 frequent terms are used; this is also decided experimentally. After training on the stratified 5-fold manner, then the following quantities are computed: Test Accuracy, Test Loss, Cross-Validation Average, Cross-Validation Standard Deviation for all folds.
VII. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
This section lists and discusses the results of all experiments on all of the 15 datasets. There are mainly two experiments, as discussed previously in section VI; the first concerns traditional ML algorithms, including SVM, SGD, and NB, the other concerns the SATCDM model. Each of these experiments is applied to all 15 datasets. The results are presented in the three following subsections. After that, the results are compared to similar studies.
A. SMALL-MEDIUM SIZE DATASETS WITH ORIGINAL TEXT
The size of small-medium datasets with original text ranges from 1.5k to 22k text documents with a unique number of terms in the range 50k-678k. The results of the experiments on these datasets for all models are shown in table 4. The SATCDM dramatically outperforms the other models with accuracy ranging from 97.58% to 99.90%. Where SVM comes in second place, followed by SGD, and finally, the worst model was NB. This is clearly shown in figure 3 .
More Information about the accuracy results is shown in table 5. The table assures that the results are stable since the test accuracy and validation accuracy are close to each other with reasonable standard deviation.
B. SMALL-MEDIUM SIZE DATASETS WITH STEMMED TEXT
The size of small-medium datasets with stemmed text ranges from 2.7k to 7.3k text documents with a unique number of terms in the range 14k-152k. The results of the experiments on these datasets for all models are shown in table 6. Again, the SATCDM dramatically outperforms the other models with accuracy ranging from 98.52% to 99.75%. Where SVM comes in the second place, followed by SGD and finally NB. This is clearly shown in figure 4 . It is vital here to stress that SATCDM excels in classifying with very high accuracy in different types of text. For example, it performs nicely in text documents where stop-words are removed (Abuaiadah V2). Also, the accuracy of SATCDM was superior for text documents where light and heavy stemming algorithms are applied (Abuaiadah V3, V4 and V5, and NADA datasets). This clearly implies that SATCDM works perfectly with all shapes of text documents, including original, light-stemmed, heavy-stemmed with or without stop-words.
Again, the detailed results of the experiments shown in table 7 assures the stability of results since the test and validation accuracies are close to each other with reasonable standard deviation. 
C. LARGE-SIZE DATASETS WITH ORIGINAL TEXT
The size of large-size datasets with original text ranges from 45.5k to 78.5k with a total of 195K text documents. The number of unique terms is in the range 429k-772k, with a non-redundant total of 1,295k text documents. The results of the experiments on these datasets for all models are shown in table 6. Once again, the SATCDM dramatically outperforms the other models with accuracy ranging from 98.44% to 99.57%. Where SVM comes in the second place, followed by SGD and finally NB. This is clearly shown in figure 5. 
D. SAMPLE OF ACCURACY AND LOSS
This subsection shows a sample of the training vs. validation accuracy and training vs. validation loss graphs. This is done for the five folds while training and validating the SATCDM model. The graph shows clearly the convergence between training and validation for both accuracy and loss. This implies that the model is robust to overfitting and hence will generalize well to unseen text documents.
E. NADA
This subsection compares the results of this study on NADA dataset with the results obtained by [44] . The authors argue that the low accuracy they obtained for NADA dataset (93.88%) is due to Abuaiadah dataset, where its classification accuracy was around 80%. However, our linear-kernel SVM classifier achieves accuracy between 96% and 97% for all versions of Abuaiadah dataset. Moreover, our CNN model achieved even better accuracy results around 98.50% for all versions of Abuaiadah dataset. For Nada, the accuracy results of our SVM and CNN models are shown in table 10 . It is clear that the accuracy of our models with accuracy near 100% is superior to those obtained in [44] . 
F. SANAD
In this section, the results of the experiments on SANAD datasets are discussed and compared to a similar study. The authors in [31] , [32] achieved a maximum of 96% on their three datasets with a CNN model consisting of a dropout layer followed by three convolution layers each with a kernel size of size 5 and with 128 filters, followed by a global max-pooling layer and another dropout layer. The results of our model are superior to their results with a minimum of 98.44% and a maximum of 99.49%. Table 11 shows a comparison between the performance of both models.
G. TIME ANALYSIS
In this subsection the training time is reported in minutes for all experiments and for all models using 5-fold cross-validation method. This is shown in table 12. Please note that testing time was in seconds and some times fraction of a second. It's obvious from the results that traditional machine learning algorithms takes very short time. Also, notice that SVM, SGD and NB modeles take similar time for model building. In contrast, CNN model takes long time to train compared to traditional machine learning algorithms.
VIII. CONCLUSION
Deep learning became the sate-of-art for many research fields and applications. One such field is Text Categorization (TC), which is very important for many applications and studies.
This study presents a new model for Arabic TC using CNN and word embedding that is called SATCDM. The model utilizes an efficient multi-kernel CNN architecture for TC and uses a skip-gram word embedding model enriched with sub-word information. The study uses 15 freely available Arabic datasets usually used for TC; these are different in sizes and use different preprocessing and normalization techniques.
The presented model achieves superior accuracy results compared to similar studies on the Arabic language and is suitable for any Arabic text documents regardless of normalization, preprocessing, stemming algorithms, or methods. Therefore, we argue that SATCDM will be of great benefit for many researchers in the field of ANLP and Information retrieval.
Although results are extremely outstanding, more research opportunities are available for more accuracy gain using other methods and models, including recurrent models such as Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) and Gated recurrent units (GRUs) in addition to attention models.
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